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Memories of Dostoevsky in Australia

It never ceases to amaze me that the International Dostoevsky Society – the 
most important Dostoevsky scholarly platform of my career – came into being 
as an idea at my alma mater, the University of Melbourne, at the time I entered 
postgraduate studies in Russian Literature. It is even more astounding that my 
own mentor, Dr Dmitry Vladimirovich Grishin, turned out to be the prime 
mover of this international forum. That Dr Grishin had reached Australia after 
World War Two as a refugee was a well-known fact among his students but as 
young people, we were hardly aware of the significance of his arrival in its am-
bience for Russian literature studies and Dostoevsky studies in particular. Dr 
Grishin came with his kandidat nauk from Moscow University (1940) and soon 
completed his doctorate on Dostoevsky’s Diary of a Writer (1957). By the time I 
became a student, he was a Senior Lecturer (1962) and then Reader (1970) – the 
penultimate grade in the Australian professorial system. The rank of Reader was 
awarded primarily for exceptional achievements in research. In retrospect, I can 
evaluate that Dr Grishin had a brief but stellar career at the University of Mel-
bourne. His untimely death in 1975 coincided with my own PhD completion – 
a generational change but one which left the younger scholars, like me, bereft of 
leadership, like a country being left without its elder statesmen.

I recall that in 1968, while I was writing my MA on “Образ дворянского 
интеллигента в русской литературе первой половины девятнадцатого 
века” [“The Aristocratic Hero in Russian 19th Century Literature”] and mul-
ling over the structure and political significance of the love triangles and failed 
romances of the ‘superfluous men’ in the Russian novel, Dr Grishin gave me 
a document in Russian to translate into English. He said he was taking this 
draft constitution to the International Conference of Slavists in Prague, where 
an international Dostoevsky association would be inaugurated. I don’t know 
whether my humble translation made it to Prague and the conference table of 
the future IDS. The archives of Dr Grishin, kept by his son, Emeritus Profes-
sor Alexander Grishin (ANU) have undergone several culls after the death of 
Dmitry Vladimirovich and, in 1985, the death of his wife, Natalia Dmitrievna 
Grishina.
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I did not attend the First Symposium in Bad Ems in September 1971 (see 
Ill. 1/6) because I had just returned from Moscow, where I completed an ANU 
Exchange to Moscow State University, to take up my new position as Senior 
Tutor in the newly established Russian Department at Monash University – an 
Australian red-brick university which opened in the early 1960s. However, as 
Dr Grishin’s PhD candidate at Melbourne University, where I was now enrol-
led part-time, I was privy to Dr Grishin’s IDS network and got an invitation 
to the Second Symposium in St Wolfgang in 1974 (see Ill. 7). Although Dr 
Grishin attended this symposium with his wife, on his return to Melbourne he 
was obliged to take leave of absence from work at various intervals. The Head 
of Russian at Melbourne advised me “to go easy on DM” and not tire him out 
with supervision meetings which then became just friendly ‘встречи’. I did not 
mind because Dmitry Vladimirovich had already given me some of the best 
lessons in my thesis writing at the MA stage. When as a novice I became too 
crudely critical of the authors I was reviewing, he would ask me to tone it down 
because “Quod licet Iovi, non licet bovi”. I still find this the most apt lesson in 
academic etiquette and humility, which I have often repeated to my students, 
with the benign condescending humour with which it was originally delivered.

The St Wolfgang Symposium was the most significant event in my early 
graduate research career. I can frankly say that it made me. It was an intellectual 
feast, a carnival, a boon in my intellectual life. For a start, I met Wolf Schmid 
from Bochum and his then wife Herta. They showed me great kindness and in-
cluded me in their activities. Most importantly, I took back with me Schmid’s 
book Der Textaufbau in den Erzählungen Dostojevskijs (München: Fink, 1973) 
which became the basis of my methodological apparatus in my PhD thesis. I 
also met Rudolph Neuhäuser (Ill. 8), who had read an early draft of my thesis, 
after which he wrote frankly: “If you write this thesis, you will have written 
to book of books on Dostoevsky”. He suggested drastic culling and focusing. 
I also met for the first time Horst-Jürgen Gerigk, who with his hermeneutic 
approach and the seminal study on The Adolescent (1964) became a lasting 
inspiration. At one point, I found myself sitting down for a drink with the Sch-
mids and the legendary Dmitry Tschižewski, whose book on Hegel in Russland 
I am reading right now, to illuminate Dostoevsky’s view of history (Ill. 9). The 
after-shocks of the St Wolfgang Symposium are ongoing. Over the years and 
thanks to the IDS symposiums, I found myself in the midst of a community of 
first class scholars, united by a shared love for the cultural legacy of Dostoevsky, 
whose life and works were studied in earnest across a spectrum of different per-
spectives, all aimed at the truth about the Russian writer. The IDS brought to-
gether scholars of many nations, from East and West in terms of the Cold War 
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years, all open to Dostoevsky’s world vision and ethics. To name just a few who 
remain vivid in my memory: the gentlemanly Robert Belknap, the fiery Gyula 
Király, the polite Richard Peace, my own compatriot from Serbia, Milivoje 
Jovanović, the unforgettable Nathan Rosen, the Dutch scholars, Jan M. Meijer 
and Jan van der Eng, Dostoevsky’s Norwegian biographer, Geir Kjetsaa, the 
kind Zsuzsanna Bjørn Andersen from Copenhagen, and not to be forgotten, 
the beautiful Elena Loghinovskaia and her husband Albert Kovács, from Bu-
charest. I have learned much from all of them. I must also mention the support 
I received over more than twenty years from the IDS Academic Secretary, Na-
dine Natov. I remember her hand-written notes, inserted into the photocopied 
invitations to the symposiums, adding a personalised touch which made me 
feel important and included.

In our various conversations during supervision meetings, I remember 
Dmitry Vladimirovich telling me about his experiences as a young scholar in 
Stalinist Russia. When he told his научный руководитель that he wanted to 
write his thesis on Dostoevsky, the man advised against such a topic which 
could lead to trouble. Dmitry Vladimirovich persisted and brought with him 
to Australia many ideas he had formed about Dostoevsky on the basis of stu-
dying Diary of a Writer. His first thesis on Early Dostoevsky also brought him to 
the insight – which I have appropriated and confirmed through research – that 
there was no break in Dostoevsky’s creative development and that he was the 
same before and after exile, in his aesthetic and political views (as far as the lat-
ter could be stated ex cathedra) (see Ill. 10/11).

More than sixty years since Grishin’s appointment to the Russian Depart-
ment at the University of Melbourne in 1954, Dostoevsky studies still continue 
in Australia as the legacy of its ‘founding father’. Out of national representa-
tions on the IDS grew a local organisation, the Australian Dostoevsky Society, 
which despite the drastic reduction in the teaching of Russian Literature in 
Australian high schools and universities, still commands a following. The re-
cent bequest to the Matheson Library at Monash University of a large sum to 
establish the Ada Booth Slavic Library Collection has given a boost to Dosto-
evsky research at Monash, whose latest PhD student has submitted his thesis 
in the Jubilee Year. Australia is also home to the chief editor of The Dostoevsky 
Journal: A Comparative Literature Review, which has been going since 2000. 
The Jubilee Issue is out in electronic format at https://brill.com/view/journals/
djir/djir-overview.xml

As a far-flung outpost of European civilization, Australia is still a hub of Do-
stoevsky research and to paraphrase a famous popular patriotic song by Peter 
Allen, Dostoevsky “can still call Australia home”.
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appendices 
from Dr Grishin’s and Slobodanka Vladiv-Glover’s archives

List of Illustrations:

Ill. 1/3 Photocopies of Novoye Russkoye Slovo, December 6th, 
1970 (Владимир Седуро, “Международное общество 
достоевсковедов”, Новое Русское Слово, 6 декабря 1970 г., с. 1).

Ill. 4/5 Photocopies of Novoye Russkoye Slovo, September 20th, 1971 
(Надин Натова, “Ф.М. Достоевский: 1821-1971. Юбилейный 
Симпозиум”, Новое Русское Слово, 26 сентября 1971 г., с. 3).

Ill. 6 Photocopy of Irene Esam’s [Zohrab] communication “Symposium 
on Dostoevsky”, University of Melbourne Gazette, vol. XXVIII, N. 3, 
July 1972, p. 2.

Ill. 7 Slobodanka Vladiv-Glover’s presentation in Sankt Wolfgang am See, 
1974.

Ill. 8 Rudolf Neuhäuser’s presentation in Sankt Wolfgang am See, 1974.
Ill. 9 From left to right: Slobodanka Vladiv-Glover, Herta Schmid, Horst-

Jürgen Gerigk and Dmitry Tschižewski in Sankt Wolfgang am See, 
1974.

Ill. 10 Dmitry Grishin’s monographies.
Ill. 11 Photocopy of autograph of Grishin in his book presented to S. 

Vladiv-Glover, 1972.
Ill. 12 Dmitry Grishin in his study, 1975.
Ill. 13 Slobodanka Vladiv-Glover at her PhD graduation with her mother,  

 Nada Vladiv, 1976. 
Ill. 14 Attending the IVth IDS Symposium in Bergamo, 1980: from left to 

right Lubomir Radoyce, Vladimir Sajković, Slobodanka Vladiv-
Glover, Milivoje Jovanović, Nada Vladiv and Ivan Verč.

Ill. 15 Slobodanka Vladiv-Glover in New York with Bob Belknap, 1998.
Ill. 16 Richard Peace and Slobodanka Vladiv-Glover in New York, 1998.

Credits: 
All photos and documents from 
Alexander Grishin’s and Slobodanka Vladiv-Glover’s personal Archives.
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